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	These proceedings contain the papers presented at the 8th Internationl Symposium
	on Automated Technology for Verification and Analysis held during
	September 21–24, 2010 in Singapore. The primary objective of the ATVA conferences
	remains the same: to exchange and promote the latest advances of
	state-of-the-art research on theoretical and practical aspects of automated analysis,
	verification and synthesis.


	From 72 papers submitted to ATVA 2010 in response to our call for papers,
	the Program Committee accepted 21 regular papers and 9 tool papers. Each
	paper received at least three reviews. The Program Committee worked hard to
	ensure that every submission received a rigorous and fair evaluation, with the
	final program selected after a 10-day online discussions via the Easychair system.


	Our program also included three keynote talks and invited tutorials by Thomas
	A. Henzinger (IST Austria), Joxan Jaffar (National University of Singapore) and
	Igor Walukiewicz (CNRS, France). The conference organizers were truly grateful
	to have such distinguished researchers as keynote speakers for the symposium.


	A new feature for the ATVA symposium this year were the two co-located
	workshops, Infinity 2010 (co-chaired by Yu-Fang Chen and Ahmed Rezine) and
	PMCW 2010 (co-chaired by Jun Sun and Hai Wang). We are delighted with the
	expanded scope, interactions and depth that the two workshops helped bring to
	the symposium.


	Many people worked hard and offered their valuable time so generously to
	make ATVA 2010 successful. First and foremost, we would like to thank all
	authors who worked hard to complete and submit papers to the conference.
	The Program Committee members, reviewers and Steering Committee members
	also deserve special recognition.Without them, a competitive and peer-reviewed
	international symposium simply cannot take place.


	Many individuals offered enthusiastic help to the conference. We are grateful
	to Jin Song Dong (Conference Chair) and Farn Wang (Steering Committee
	Chair) for their many invaluable suggestions and advice. We thank Yang Liu
	(Local Arrangements Chair) and Chunqing Chen (Finance and Registration
	Chair) for their support on local logistics. We also thank Florin Craciun for
	his invaluable help in the final proceedings preparation, and Tian Huat Tan for
	Web support.


	We sincerely hope that the readers find the proceedings of ATVA 2010
	informative and rewarding.
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Lysophospholipid Receptors: Signaling and BiochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The current state of the science supporting new research in lysophospholipids


	The study of lysophospholipids exploded with the discovery of cell surface receptors on both lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) and sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P). Since then, thousands of original research reports—ranging from fundamental cell...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 A BEGINNER'S GUIDE 4/EMcGraw-Hill, 2008
There are a couple of reasons why SQL Server, the system that comprises Database Engine, Analysis Services, Reporting Services and Integration Services is the best choice for a broad spectrum of end users and database programmers building business applications:

SQL Server is certainly the best system for Windows operating systems,...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 teaches the reader everything they need to know to create exciting personal and business presentations. Readers learn about new features such as Smart Tags and Packages, and how to create a presentation from scratch or using the design wizard. This...
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Cyber Crime Investigations: Bridging the Gaps Between Security Professionals, Law Enforcement, and ProsecutorsSyngress Publishing, 2007
Written by a former NYPD cyber cop, this is the only book available that discusses the hard questions cyber crime investigators are asking.

The book begins with the chapter What is Cyber Crime? This introductory chapter describes the most common challenges faced by cyber investigators today. The following chapters discuss the...
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Personality Disorders in Modern LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A revision of the leading textbook on personality disorders by renowned expert Theodore Millon
"Personalities are like impressionistic paintings. At a distance, each person is ‘all of a piece’; up close, each is a bewildering complexity of moods, cognitions, and motives."
      –Theodore Millon      
...
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Lean Six Sigma for Service : How to Use Lean Speed and Six Sigma Quality to Improve Services and TransactionsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Much of the U.S. economy is now based on services rather than manufacturing. Yet the majority of books on Six Sigma and Lean--today's major quality improvement initiatives--explain only how to implement these techniques in a manufacturing environment.

Lean Six Sigma for Services fills the need for a service-based approach,...
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